Fellowship Overview
This fellowship program provides one year of salary support to postdoctoral fellows who have taken a leave of absence of one year or more due to military obligations, personal or family medical leave, or other related family circumstances. These reasons may include recovering from a serious illness, providing elder or child care, fulfilling a military obligation, or relocating due to a spousal career transition.

Eligibility
- An applicant must have a tentative written offer of appointment as a postdoctoral fellow.
- The fellowship must be in immunology or a related field.

Award consideration is based on a combination of the merit of the research project, quality of the training environment, research and career accomplishments, and career potential.

Applications Open June 1
Applications Close September 1

For more information or to apply, visit www.aai.org/Reentry.
Please direct inquiries to fellowships@aai.org.

If the application deadline falls on a weekend day or a federal holiday, applications will be due on the next regular business day.
AAI would like to thank our members for their tireless work and dedication in vaccine research. Your work aided in finding cures that have saved millions of lives from deadly diseases.

However, we have seen a disturbing decline worldwide in the percentage of immunized children, which dropped from 86% in 2019 to 81% in 2021.*

The COVID-19 pandemic and associated disruptions have strained health systems, resulting in 25 million children missing out on basic immunizations in 2021, 5.9 million more than in 2019 and the highest number since 2009.*

This month, we encourage you to look for opportunities to have conversations with loved ones and friends. If you find yourself in a “teachable moment,” you can emphasize that:

- Routine immunizations are important, especially for children.
- Vaccines are safe and effective at preventing serious diseases.
- Diseases that are preventable by vaccination are still a serious threat, and immunization continues to be the best protection.

*Data reported by the World Health Organization as of July 14, 2022.

Thank you, AAI members, for all you do to keep the world healthy and safe!